Effect of chronic ethanol ingestion on enterocyte turnover in rat small intestine
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SUMMARY Whether chronic ethanol ingestion significantly damages the small intestine remains controversial. To clarify this we have analysed the morphology of the small intestinal epithelium and quantified its renewal in chronically ethanol fed rats. Twenty adult male rats were pair fed for 28 days a nutritionally adequate liquid diet containing either ethanol as 36% of total calories or an isocaloric diet in which fat substituted for ethanol. Crypt cell production rate was determined in the jejunum and ileum by the metaphase arrest method. Weight gain and small intestinal morphology were similar in ethanol fed and control rats, but enterocyte turnover was significantly reduced in the jejunum (p<0.05) and ileum (p<0.01) of the ethanol fed rats. This effect of ethanol on the small intestine is probably systemic rather than local, because the changes in jejunum and ileum were similar, and it may contribute to the development of malnutrition in chronic alcoholics.

A variety of changes in intestinal function have been reported after acute or habitual alcohol consumption. Impaired absorption of vitamins, sugars, and amino acids has been shown in the presence of ethanol, and the chronic consumption of ethanol is often associated with malnutrition and diarrhoea, but whether these are caused by the alcohol itself, or may be due in part or whole to associated nutritional deficiencies remains unknown.

Acute exposure of the small intestine to high concentrations of ethanol damages the mucosa causing haemorrhages, erosions, and blebs. After chronic ethanol consumption, however, the small intestinal mucosa has been reported to be histologically normal both in man and experimental animals, although shortened villi have also been described. Increased passive permeability of the small intestine has recently been described in animals after acute exposure to ethanol and in chronic alcoholics. Because the integrity of the gut mucosa is dependent on the continual renewal of enterocytes, it is possible that ethanol may alter small intestinal structure and function by affecting enterocyte turnover. Accordingly we have investigated epithelial replacement in the small intestines of chronically ethanol fed rats.
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Methods

ANIMALS

Twenty adult male Sprague-Dawley rats, which initially weighed between 210 g and 310 g, were maintained in single cages on a 12 hour light–dark cycle at 21±1°C room temperature. They were pair fed for 28 days nutritionally adequate diets similar to one described previously containing Complan, casein, glucose, corn oil and Orovite 7, but in different proportions to provide 36%, 34%, and 18% of the total calories as fat, glucose, and protein respectively in the control diet. The ethanol fed rats received a similar diet but ethanol 50 g/l was substituted for fat to provide 36% of the total calories. The feeding bottles were renewed daily.

On day 28 at 930 am the rats were injected with vincristine sulphate 1 mg/kg body weight ip to produce metaphase arrest, and killed at intervals by cervical dislocation after very light ether anaesthesia. Immediately after death the whole small intestine was excised and measured under light traction while it was immersed in a saline buffer pH 7.4 at 4°C. Samples were taken from two sites at 15% and at 85% of the total length from the pylorus.

HISTOLOGICAL AND MORPHOMETRIC EXAMINATION OF THE SMALL INTESTINE

Samples from the small intestines were fixed in 10% formalin and stained for histological examination in...
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haematoxylin and eosin. Morphometric measurements were carried out in each sample by measuring the depth of 10 crypts, in which the bottom and neck were clearly visible, and the height of 10 well orientated villi. Samples were coded before examination by an observer, who did not know from which animal they had been taken.

**MEASUREMENT OF CRYPT CELL PRODUCTION RATE (CCPR)**

Crypt cell production rate was measured by the metaphase arrest (stathmokinetic) method. Rats were killed at approximately 30 minute intervals from 30–165 min after the intraperitoneal injection of vincristine sulphate. Samples from the small intestine were immediately fixed in Carnoy’s solution for four to six hours and stored in 70% ethanol. On the day of reading they were passed through 50% ethanol and then 25% ethanol for 15 minutes in each solution, and then hydrolysed in 1 m HCl for six minutes at 60°C. They were stained in fresh Schiff’s reagent for one hour. After rinsing in 45% acetic acid several crypts per slide were separated by microdissection using mounted needles and a dissecting microscope. The crypts were squashed in 45% acetic acid beneath a coverslip, and the metaphases per crypt counted under a 40x microscope objective. For each sample at least 10 crypts were counted. Each crypt came from a slightly different area of the tissue sample. Before counting the samples had been coded so that they were counted ‘blind’. After decoding the results were plotted (Fig. 1), and the slope of the metaphase accumulation line and its standard error was calculated by linear regression. The slope of the line is the rate of entry of cells into mitosis, or the cell birth rate. Slopes were compared by a t test, where the t value is the difference between the two slopes divided by the square root of the sum of the squares of the standard errors.

**CRYPT: VILLUS RATIO**

The crypt: villus (C/V) ratio was determined in larger pieces of the tissue samples stained for CCPR measurement. The serosa and muscularis were removed using mounted needles. By selectively focusing on the bases of the villi and the necks of the crypts the number per field were counted using a microscope with a 10×10 grid in the eyepiece.

Net villus influx was calculated by multiplying CCPR by C/V ratio.

**Results**

The ethanol fed rats consumed a mean 11·2±1·0 g (SE) ethanol/kg body weight/day, but gained weight similarly to their pair fed controls which received an isocaloric diet (Fig. 2).

In the ethanol fed rats histological examination of the upper and lower small intestines was normal, and the morphometric measurements of villus height and crypt depth were similar to those in

![Fig. 1 Typical metaphase arrest curve from the upper small intestine in control rats. Points show the mean number of arrested metaphases in 10 crypts (±SE) plotted against time after injection.](image1)

![Fig. 2 Body weight in ethanol fed and pair fed control rats.](image2)
control rats (Fig. 3). Also, there was no significant difference between the crypt:villus (C/V) ratios in ethanol fed and control rats (Fig. 4). The crypt cell production rate (CCPR) was significantly decreased, however, in the ethanol fed rats in both the upper and lower small intestines (p<0.01). The net villus influx, calculated by multiplying the CCPR by

the C/V ratio was also significantly decreased in the ethanol fed rats in both the upper small intestines (p<0.05) and in the lower small intestine (p<0.01).

**Discussion**

This study shows that chronic ethanol consumption in the rat is associated with a significant decrease in enterocyte turnover in the small intestine, though the mucosa appears histologically normal. The latter finding is in agreement with reports of normal small intestinal histology in chronic alcoholics on a nutritionally adequate diet and in some previous studies in chronically ethanol fed rats, but contrasts with other studies where shortened villi have been described after chronic ethanol consumption both in man and in experimental animals. It has been suggested that the reduction in height of jejunal villi of chronic alcoholics is caused by an associated folate deficiency rather than by ethanol itself as severe folate deficiency is known to produce villus shortening, decreased mitosis in the crypts, and enlargement of epithelial cell nuclei. Similarly in the study in rats where chronic ethanol consumption was reported to cause villus shortening, the weight gain in ethanol fed animals was less than in controls suggesting that the ethanol fed rats were relatively malnourished because of either malabsorption, or a nutritionally inadequate diet. In contrast in the present study weight gain was similar in ethanol fed and control animals. This difference in nutrition may explain the different small bowel histology in the two studies.

Despite the normal histology of the small intestine, the present study shows that enterocyte turn-
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...over there is significantly decreased by chronic ethanol consumption. Other conditions where changes in enterocyte turnover in the small bowel are known to occur include starvation and after cytotoxic therapy in coeliac disease... As the reduction in CCPR was similar in the upper and lower small bowel, this effect of ethanol is probably systemic rather than local, because the intraluminal ethanol concentration falls progressively along the small bowel.

Whether the reduction in small intestinal enterocyte turnover was associated with any impairment of absorptive function in this study is unknown, but it remains a possibility because enterocytes mature functionally as they cross the villus. There was no evidence of obvious malnutrition in the ethanol fed rats, however, which appeared normal and gained weight similar to controls. If absorption was impaired in the ethanol fed animals, there may have been sufficient reserve of small intestinal function to compensate. In chronic alcoholics on a nutritionally poor diet the effect of ethanol reducing enterocyte turnover may further impair the absorptive function of the small intestine and exacerbate malnutrition.
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